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Thermal coal is (likely) on the way down 
(out?)

Externalities: Climate change, local pollution
Technology: Cost advantage shrinking / gone

What policy stance? 
Anticipatory | reactive
Supporting new opportunities | declining 
industries
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Demand-side climate 
policy

Most climate policy aims to 
curb demand
…by making fossil fuel use 
more costly
Ctax/ETS, regulation 

Supply-side climate policy
Curb supply of fossil fuels
OPEC, “no new mines”
Coal tax
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Thought experiment:

A tax on coal implemented by major coal 
producers

To help with global CO2 emissions 
reductions
Revenue used to help structural 
adjustment
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Price

Quantity

Fossil fuel demand

Fossil fuel supply

ß

Tax revenue

The economic way of thinking about 
optimal emissions reductions

Fossil fuel supply after tax

Producers price

Consumer price
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3.1.2 Scenario Tax Coalition: a joint export tax on coal levied by major exporting
countries

A coordinated export tax by the four major exporting countries Indonesia, Australia, South
Africa, and Colombia leads to a stronger terms-of-trade effect and higher tax revenues
compared to any unilateral policy action.16 Joint (discounted) tax revenues could reach up to
125 billion USD over the next 20 years (see Fig. 2, left) The common revenue-maximising tax
level is 10.1 USD/tCO2, which is approximately 22–26 USD/t on exported steam coal,
depending on the carbon content of coal that differs across producers. Compare to the
unilateral case, Australian producer surplus is even lower (− 55% compared to Base Case).
By contrast, average total sector level welfare gains increase to a level of 15.5 USD/tCO2

avoided.
At this tax level, global seaborne trade of coal is reduced by 20% while the coalition

restrains about 40% of its exports. As in Tax AUS the rebound effect is mainly driven by a
pronounced increase in domestic production in importing countries like in China, while
exporting countries cannot compensate significantly for the supply restrictions of the major
four exporters.17 The average coal price increase is most pronounced in the year of the tax
introduction (with 8% see Fig. 1, right), while over time it is moderate at 3%.

16 We test the sensitivity of the results to the members of the coalition by adding the USA (see the ESM). We find
a substantial increase in tax revenues and CO2 emission reductions, while the US share in additional revenue is
small.
17 With 74.7% the rebound effect is even larger than in the Tax AUS scenario. This can be explained by
characteristics of the new coalition members South Africa and Colombia. While both exporters do not
compensate in Tax AUS due to capacity restrictions, it is their reduced supply in the Tax Coalition scenario that
is (partly) compensated by (mainly) India and China.
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Fig. 1 Export tax: decomposed impact of the revenue-maximising export tax on quantities, in Mt, and change in
weighted CIF prices in percentages (right axis) relative to the Base Case, for Australia only (Tax AUS, left) and
the Tax Coalition (right)
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The more take part, the stronger
All producers > Coalition of producers > unilateral

Production tax more effective than export tax
Export tax favours coal consumption within exporting 
countries

Surplus for tax setters increases (up to some level 
of tax)

Producers surplus + Consumer surplus + tax revenue
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Key results from partial equilibrium modelling
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Some results at $10/tCO2 coal tax equivalent

NPV tax
revenue over 
20 years, $b

Reduction in 
production in 

taxing 
countries, 

Mt/year

Reduction in 
production

globally, 
Mt/year

Average increase 
in surplus in 

taxing countries 
per unit of 
emissions 

reduced, 
USD/tCO2

AUS export tax 11 91 24 (0.4%) 2.4

AUS prod tax 32 99 33 (0.5%) 0.1

Coalition
export tax

125 308 83 (1.4%) 15.6

Coalition
export tax

253 340 142 (2.4%) 8.2

World export 
tax

211 200 164 (3%) 21.4

World 
production tax

1635 777 777 (13%) 28.4

Richter, Mendelevitch and Jotzo 2018 Climatic Change



(Substantial) revenue to coal taxing governments
Paid for by…
1. Coal consumers in other countries
2. Coal consumers domestically (if a production tax)
3. Coal companies (through lower prices) – who owns 

them?

Our partial equilibrium analysis suggests: 
coal taxing countries gain, overall 
– need to consider general equilibrium effects
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Tax revenue



How to use the tax revenue?

Coal tax to pay for coal (region) structural 
adjustment
Industry-level scheme

No direct impost on other parts of the economy
Coal companies

Lower prices, lower volumes
But government takes on task of structural 
adjustment
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Tax revenue



Earmarking?
‘coal adjustment fund’ using ‘coal adjustment levy’?

Prospects?
A concept for longer term discussion
An international compact for the transition of the coal 
industry?

Oil&gas
Case for harmonized taxation of CO2 content of coal, 
gas and oil production?
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